EPC300 EDGE COMPUTER
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POWER TO
THE EDGE
EDGE COMPUTING FOR YOUR HIGH-PERFORMANCE APPLICATIONS
The Lenovo EPC300 does double duty as a powerful edge computer and an IoT gateway to support all your local IoT
processing, storage, and communications requirements. Whether you’re embracing IoT on a smart factory floor,
in an automated warehouse, in an intelligent vending system, or somewhere else, you’ll need trusted computing
and storage close to the distributed IoT devices that make your industrial environment smart.
That’s because your success with IoT relies on real-time, rich data that IoT sensors and machines generate. Applying
insights, decision-making, and action in real time enables the highly efficient, automated operations that can save
your business significant time and money. To reap those rewards, IoT data must be processed locally, either directly
in the IoT device or in a powerful edge computing infrastructure. You need a powerful edge that enables low-latency,
high-bandwidth connectivity so there are no delays that give your data time to go stale.

THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT THE LENOVO EPC300 DELIVERS. POWER,
STORAGE, AND CONNECTIVITY AT THE IoT EDGE. RIGHT WHERE
YOU NEED IT.

MORE POWER + BETTER PRICE = BUILT-IN SCALABILITY.

SMART MANUFACTURING

With higher-performance CPUs than the competition, the Lenovo EPC300
has the power to handle real-time local processing and analytics—all at an
attractive price point. That means you can scale your IoT environment with
confidence as your business grows.

GATEWAY FUNCTIONS WITH DIVERSE CONNECTIVITY.

SMART RETAIL

In addition to supporting your local edge computing, analytics,
and storage functions, the EPC300 operates as an IoT gateway.
It comes with both wired and wireless connections built in. It can
also communicate with local and remote IoT devices, management
systems, the cloud, and your own or third-party data centers,
right out the box. The EPC300 supports 4G LTE, LoRa, and
Narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT) in the wireless WAN; WiFi and Ethernet
in the LAN; and Bluetooth in the wireless personal-area network (PAN).
The EPC300 can also serve as a LoRa-to-LTE gateway for bridging
clusters of LoRa-compatible IoT devices across ubiquitous 4G LTE
wireless WANs.

BUILT-IN RELIABILITY AND VERSATILITY.

SMART BUILDINGS
AND CITIES

The fanless EPC300 is rugged and built for industrial environments,
operating at temperatures from 0° to 50°C. Flexible mounting options
paired with real-world digital input/output connectors allow you to install
the device just about anywhere.

AN EDGE COMPUTER WITH ALL THE FEATURES
ON AN OPERATONS MANAGER’S CHECKLIST.
POWER AND DURABILITY.
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The latest Intel® 8th Generation WHL-U processing platform combines up to 256GB of SSD
storage, up to 1TB of HDD storage, and native digital ports to create a robust IoT edge
infrastructure. The EPC300 will keep pace with your real-time Smart Edge applications,
whether they’re improving efficiencies for you on a factory floor, in a warehouse, in a smart
building, or in any other industrial environment.

SECURITY FOR YOUR IoT ENVIRONMENT.
Lenovo helps you reduce the risk of IoT devices becoming unwanted entry points into your network. You can
partition the device’s dual Ethernet ports, using one for local communications and one for the WAN, to block
intrusions originating at remote IoT devices.

MANAGEABLE FROM THE CLOUD.
The EPC300 is compatible with the Microsoft® Azure IoT Edge and Amazon Web Services (AWS) IoT Greengrass
platforms. It’s able to locally process data generated by Azure and AWS cloud services, while still using the cloud
for management, analytics, and longer-term storage.

BANDWIDTH AND STORAGE SAVINGS.
Use the Lenovo EPC300 to aggregate and analyze real-time data from your distributed IoT devices. It’s able
to filter and forward only relevant IoT data across the WAN to the cloud or your data center. That adds up to big
savings for you in network bandwidth and northbound storage costs.

EPC300 Highlights
Versatility to function as an edge computer, IoT gateway,
and embedded PC that connects to local displays, scanners,
machines, and the wireless Internet
Diverse input/output port support: 6 com ports,
including 2 RS-422/RS-485 and 4 RS-232

WWAN support for 4G LTE, NB-IoT,
and LoRa
Microsoft® Azure IoT Edge Certified
AWS IoT Greengrass Certified

Fanless design (0° - 50°C operating temp)
DIN rail, wall mount support

WHY LENOVO AT THE EDGE?
Our fully integrated, manageable edge device delivers higher performance and better pricing than the competition. You can easily
and affordably scale our solution as your IoT environment expands and your business grows. You can always count on Lenovo’s
best-in-class engineering, quality, and service. We never compromise on reliability, durability, or security. We’ve got you covered,
with global sales, service, and support, and a fully transparent supply chain.
To learn more about the Lenovo Smart Edge Portfolio, visit
WWW.LENOVO.COM/SMARTEDGE.

Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration
and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data
rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: - 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen1; 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2.
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